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The Following text is Section 14 of 16 

The 70 Years of NATO: From War to War,  

by the Italian Committee No War No NATO 
* 

Documentation presented at the International Conference on the 70th Anniversary of 

NATO, Florence, April 7, 2019 

In the course of the next two weeks, Global Research will publish the 16 sections of this 

important document, which will also be available as an E-book. 

* 
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1. A vast arc of growing tensions and conflicts extends from East Asia to Central Asia, 

from the Middle East to Europe, from Africa to Latin America. The “hot spots” along this 

intercontinental arc – the Korean Peninsula, the South China Sea, Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq, 

Iran, Ukraine, Libya, Venezuela and others – have different histories and geopolitical 

characteristics, with specific internal socio-economic factors, but they are at the same time 

linked to a single factor: the strategy with which the United States of America seeks to 

maintain their position as the dominant superpower. 

2. The United States is still the leading economic power in the world, above all thanks to 

the capital and the mechanisms with which it dominates the global financial market, to the 

multinationals with which they exploit human and material resources of every continent, 

to the high technologies and to the relative patents in their possession, to the pervasive role 

of their multimedia groups that influence the opinions and tastes of billions of users on a 

planetary scale. 

3. Their supremacy is however jeopardized by the emergence of new state and social 

subjects. What is being questioned by Russia, China and other countries is not only the 

exorbitant power of the petrodollar (reserve currency from the sale of oil), but the 

hegemony of the dollar itself. Its value is determined not by real US economic capacity, 

but by the fact that it constitutes almost two-thirds of world currency reserves and the 
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currency with which the price of oil, gold and other raw materials is established on global 

markets. in general of the goods. 

 

4. This allows the Federal Reserve, the Central Bank (which is a private bank), to print 

thousands of billions of dollars with which the colossal US public debt is financed – about 

23 trillion dollars – through the purchase of bonds and other securities issued by the 

Treasury. In this context, the decision taken by Venezuela in 2017 to release the price of 

oil from the dollar and tie it to that of the Chinese yuan causes a shock that causes the 

entire imperial palace founded on the dollar to shake. If the example of Venezuela spread, 

if the dollar ceased to be the dominant currency of international trade and foreign 

exchange reserves, an immense amount of dollars would be placed on the market bringing 

down the value of the US currency. 

NATO Demolishes the Libyan State 

5. Washington looks with growing concern above all at the Russian-Chinese partnership: 

the interchange between the two countries is in strong growth; at the same time, Russian-

Chinese cooperation agreements on energy, agriculture, aeronautics, space and 

infrastructure are on the rise. The supply of Russian gas to China through the new Sila 

Sibiri gas pipeline, starting in 2019, opens the way to Russian energy exports to the East 

while the US tries to block the way to the West towards Europe. 

6. In the Middle East, in addition to the military intervention blocking the US / NATO 

plan to demolish the Syrian state, Russia uses economic instruments, stipulating in 2017 

agreements with Iran for the construction of railway and energy infrastructure, including a 

pipeline between Iran and India strongly opposed by the USA. Washington responds with 

a move previously agreed with Israel: President Trump violently attacks Iran, accusing 

him of violating “the spirit” of Tehran’s 2015 nuclear deal with Group 5 + 1 (US, Britain, 

France, Germany , China and Russia). Despite the fact that the International Atomic 
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Energy Agency itself guarantees that Iran is abiding by the agreement and is not 

attempting to manufacture nuclear weapons, the issue is artificially reopened by initiating 

a dangerous process with unpredictable results. The Washington attack is directed not only 

against Iran, but against Russia which is reaffirming its presence in the Middle East. 

 

7. “Moscow – writes the New York Times in October 2017 – tries, through the giant state 

oil company Rosneft, to gain influence in places where the United States has stumbled. 

The biggest bet is Venezuela. In three years Russia and Rosneft have provided Caracas 

with financial assistance for 10 billion dollars, helping Venezuela avoid default. Russia 

increasingly uses oil as a tool, spreads its influence in the world and challenges the 

interests of the United States “. 

8. A growing challenge to US interests comes simultaneously from China. The world’s 

leading exporter of goods, it rose, as a gross national income, to second place in the world 

after the United States and recorded economic growth rates higher than those in the United 

States. The most ambitious project, launched by China in 2013 and shared by Russia, is 

that of a new Silk Road: a road and rail network between China and Europe through 

Central and Western Asia and through Russia, roughly along the route of the ancient Silk 

Road. The project, already under construction, foresees, together with the terrestrial one, a 

sea route through the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea and the Mediterranean. For road and 

railway infrastructures, which should cross and connect over 60 countries, investments of 

over 1,000 billion dollars are expected. The project, which does not include military 

components, is not simply economic. If it were realized according to the original idea, it 

would reshape the geopolitical architecture of the entire Eurasia, creating on the basis of 

mutual convenience a new network of economic and political relations between the states 

of the continent. 

9. The drive to remodel the global economic order does not only come from large state 

actors, such as China and Russia, which want a world that is no longer unipolar but 

multipolar. It comes, in multiple forms and degrees of awareness, from immense social 
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subjects, billions of human beings who, on every continent, suffer the consequences of the 

current global economic order. An economic globalization centered on the search for 

maximum profit which, while on the one hand cuts down borders so that capital and 

production can circulate freely, on the other it sets up other borders, invisible but no less 

concrete, which exclude the majority of the world population from the benefits of that 

economic growth built with human and material resources around the world. This system 

creates a growing polarization between wealth and poverty in the world. Over 85% of 

global wealth (in terms of money and property) is concentrated in the hands of 8% of the 

world’s adult population. The remaining 92% owns just 14% of global wealth. Over 3 and 

a half billion people, representing almost three quarters of the global adult population, 

have a total of less than 2.5% of global wealth. 

10. Over 2 billion people in Africa, Asia and Latin America, especially in rural areas, live 

in poverty or at least in conditions of severe economic hardship. Among these, about one 

billion are in extreme poverty, that is, in a social condition characterized by chronic 

malnutrition, disastrous housing and hygiene situation, high incidence of infectious and 

parasitic diseases, high mortality above all in children, short average life span, illiteracy, 

lack of decision-making power, dependency, marginalization, vulnerability and constant 

insecurity. From the villages of sub-Saharan Africa to the Asian and Latin American 

slums, the poor experience the same drama caused by the same underlying causes. 

11. This is the global economic order that the United States seeks by all means to preserve 

and control. The strategic aim pursued by Washington is clear: to remove any state or 

political / social movement that could damage the fundamental political, economic and 

military interests of the United States of America, endangering their supremacy. In this 

strategy they are supported by the European powers of NATO and others, such as Israel 

and Japan, which, despite having contrasts of interest with the US, are under US 

leadership when it comes to defending the economic and political order dominated by 

‘West. Not having the economic strength to do so, the United States and its allies 

increasingly play the card of war. 

12. In addition to the wars properly called, Washington increasingly leads “unconventional 

wars” through “covert operations”, that is to say secret. The Intelligence Community is 

formed by 17 federal organizations. In addition to the CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) 

there is the DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency), but every sector of the Armed Forces – 

army, air force, navy, corps of marines – has its own secret service. The State Department 
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and the Homeland Security Department have it. Among these services, in fierce 

competition with each other to grab political support and federal funds, the NSA, the 

National Security Agency, specializing in telephone and IT interceptions, through which 

they are not only spied upon, plays a primary role. the enemies but also the friends of the 

United States, as confirmed by the “datagate” aroused by the revelations of the former 

contractor Edward Snowden. 

13. The field actions are carried out by the USSOCOM, the Special Forces Command, 

which has tens of thousands of commandos from the four sectors of the armed forces. As 

emerges from a Washington Post inquiry, special operations forces are deployed in 75 

countries. The USSOCOM employs private military companies at the same time. In the 

area of the US Central Command, which also includes Iraq and Afghanistan, the 

Pentagon’s contractors number over 150,000. Added to those assumed by other 

departments and allied armies, the number of which is unknown, but certainly high. All 

belong to the private shadow army, which joins the official one. 

14. To this is added the “humanitarian army” formed by all those “non-governmental 

organizations” which, endowed with huge means, are used by the CIA and the State 

Department for internal destabilization actions in the name of “defense of rights of citizens 

». In the same picture is the action of the Bilderberg group – which the magistrate 

Ferdinando Imposimato denounced as “one of the leaders of the strategy of tension and 

massacres” in Italy – and that of the Open Society of the “investor and philanthropist 

George Soros”, creator of the «Color revolutions». 

15. The United States – which since 1945 has caused 20-30 million deaths with their wars 

and coups (more than hundreds of millions caused by the indirect effects of such actions) – 

are willing to do anything to preserve military superiority on which they base their empire, 

which is crumbling with the emergence of a multipolar world. Within the framework of 

this strategy, political decisions are taken first of all in the “deep state”, an underground 

center of real power held by economic, financial and military oligarchies. 

* 

Sections 15-16 of the 70 Years of NATO, From War to War, forthcoming on Global 

Research 

This text was translated from the Italian document which was distributed to participants at 

the April 7 Conference. It does not include sources and references. 
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